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The Road to Hell is paved with “Good Intentions” 

In the Gospel also we read that it was foretold that our foes should rather be of 
our own household, and that they who have first been associated in the sacrament 
of unity shall be they who shall betray one another. 

—(Epistles of St. Cyprian LIV) 

Why have all these changes been instituted? One must remember that, as William Blake said 
of a former pontiff: 

“And Caiaph was, in his own mind, 
A benefactor to mankind.” 

What led men who presumably are “sincere” and of “good will” to break with the traditions 
established by the Apostles and the teachings held by the Church throughout the ages? What has 
induced those responsible to follow the suggestions of the Modernist Tyrrell to the effect that 
they believed that what the Church needed was “a liberal infusion of Protestant ideas?” Why has 
the “fort” been abandoned “by those even of whom it should be guarded?” 

Either those responsible had a defective faith, or they were not even Christian! For all their 
“sincerity” and “good will”, they, like the Protestant Reformers of an earlier age, could not abide 
and accept Holy Mother Church as she had always been. It was perfectly obvious to those 
brought up in the traditional Church that her mind and thinking was diametrically opposed to that 
of so-called “contemporary man”. The innovators felt that if “the Church did not speak to 
modern man” (they themselves being modern man), it was clearly the Church that was at fault. 
Imbued with the false ideas of progress and evolution, they forgot that it was “modern man who 
would not listen to the Church”. Despite their decrying of the title, they were themselves 
“modernists” and “liberals” who sought to bring the Church—essentially a “timeless” 
structure—into the modern world: not as something inimical to the modern world, not as an 
entity whose function it was to instruct and guide the modern world in God’s ways, but as part 
and parcel of that world—in the “avant-garde” and “forefront” of its deviations from the norm 
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that Christ established. It is precisely in this sense that the Conciliar Church has abandoned its 
role of “master” (magister) and declared itself to be the “servant” of the world.1 They wished to 
make the Church “relevant” in a world that itself had lost all relevance and was entleert 
[emptied] of meaning, a world that was “alienated” and had lost sight of “the one thing 
necessary”. What is all this talk of “serving” the “world”, but the rendering unto Caesar of what 
is God’s? 

Now, if the Church was to be “changed”, what guidelines and what authority was to be 
appealed to? They only alternative to “tradition” is in the last analysis, “private judgment”—the 
“collective” private judgment of those whose souls had been corrupted by the “collective” errors 
of our times. What resulted has been described by Malcolm Muggeridge as “suicide”.2 It was 
both predictable and inevitable. 

Aggiornamento is the battle cry of the innovators. With what is this aggiornamento to take 
place? What are some of the main themes that run through the thinking of the Post-Conciliar 
Church? Let us try to come to terms with this entity. 

Paramount and basic is the modernist concept of “LIBERTY”.3 This is in its extreme form 
what can be described as the absolute sovereignty of the individual in his entire independence of 
God and God’s authority. Rejecting the principle of absolute authority in religion, modern man 

1 Those who so loudly proclaim that the function of the Church is to serve would do well to consider the 
words of Chesterton: “What is the matter with the cult of Service is that, like so many modern notions, it 
is the idolatry of the intermediate, to the oblivion of the ultimate. It is like the jargon of the idiots who talk 
about Efficiency without any criticism of Effect. The sin of Service is the sin of Satan: that of trying to be 
first where it can only be second. A word like Service has stolen the sacred capital letter from the thing 
which it was once supposed to serve. There is a sense in serving God, and even more disputed, a sense in 
serving man; but there is no sense in serving Service… The man who rushes down the street waving his 
arms and wanting something or somebody to serve, will probably fall into the first bucket-shop or den of 
thieves and usurers, and be found industriously serving them”. 
2 “In my opinion”, says Malcolm Muggeridge, “if men were to be stationed at the doors of the Church 
with whips to drive worshippers away, or inside the religious orders specifically to discourage vocations, 
or amongst the clergy to spread alarm and despondency, they could not hope to be as effective in 
achieving these ends as are the trends and policies seemingly now dominant within the Church” 
(Something Beautiful For God). 
3 Satan has always promised to his followers a false “liberty”. As the serpent said to Eve, “Ye shall be as 
gods”. St. Paul warns us against those who would “promise men liberty, while themselves the servants of 
corruption” (2 Pet. 2:19). St. Thomas Aquinas teaches us that “the end at which the devil aims is the 
revolt of the rational creature from God… This revolt from God is conceived as an end, inasmuch as it is 
desired under the pretext of liberty (or autonomy)” (Summa Theol. IIIa P., Q. 8, a.l). Christ promised us 
that the Truth—His Truth—would make us free. Nowhere in scripture does it say that Freedom, as 
modern man understands the term, would bring us to the Truth. As Jean-Paul Sartre and the anarchist 
Bakunin have both said: “If God exists, I am not free. But I am free, therefore God does not exist!” 
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holds that every individual (or sect) may reject part, or all, of the deposit of Revelation, and 
interpret whatever he chooses to retain according to the dictates of his private judgment. For man 
to submit to any authority that is higher than himself is for him to lose his “dignity” as man. 
(Anyone who does so is described as “rigid”, “old-fashioned”, “superstitious”, “unwilling to be a 
responsible person”, and above all, a person who is “opposed to progress”.) Now this “liberal” 
principle, impelled by the law of its own impotence, inevitably gives birth to endless differences 
and contradictions. In the last analysis, it is forced to recognize as valid, any belief that springs 
from the exercise of private judgment—dogma is replaced by mere opinion. Therefore does it 
finally arrive, by the force of its own premises, at the conclusion that one creed is as good as 
another; it then seeks to shelter its inconsistency under the false plea of “liberty of conscience”. 

Stemming from this false idea of liberty that makes each man his own highest authority for 
the determination of the Truth, is the contention that all religious points of view are equally good 
(or bad). Surely, it is clear that a man, who under the plea of rational liberty has the right to 
repudiate any part of Revelation that may displease him, cannot logically quarrel with another 
man who, on the same grounds, repudiates the whole! Not only is one creed as good as another; 
no creed is as good as any. Modern man is tired of all the individualistic and subjective religious 
controversy that has resulted, and being totally unfamiliar with traditional concepts, cannot 
understand religious exclusivity. For him the supernatural is vaguely identified with the 
superstitious, faith with credulity, firmness with fanaticism, the uncompromising with the 
intolerant, and consistency with narrowness of outlook. The very idea that a religion should have 
the “fullness of the truth” appears to him both incongruous and offensive. Hence he not only 
holds that one religion is as good as another, but that all religions should be relegated to the 
“private sector” of our lives. All he asks of his fellow man is a modicum of “sincerity” and 
“good will”, and that he keep his religious views to himself. The very topic is not to be discussed 
“in polite society”. And these are precisely the ideas that are fundamental to the “Ecumenical 
Movement”, a phenomenon so patently anti-Christian that the Greek Orthodox Church in North 
America has been led to promulgate a document advising its followers to avoid any involvement 
in this form of “secularized Christianity”. 

It further follows, once the above propositions are accepted, that no religion should hold a 
position of prominence in the state. Civil authority should treat denominations equally, whether 
they be good or bad. Since the possibility of objective truth is denied, religion becomes at best 
“tolerated”,—when it competes with the state for the “control” of mankind’s mind, it is decried 
as being “against progress”, and labeled as “the opiate of the people”. The basis for the authority 
of the civil state resides, not in God, but in the rights of the people (“self-determination”) to 
make their own laws in entire independence and utter disregard of any other criteria than the 
popular will expressed at the polls. These in turn are often controlled and manipulated by anti
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Christian forces. Not infrequently what results is that Barabbas is released while Christ is 
crucified!4 

The idea of a “Catholic state” is not only rejected, it is seen as an “evil” to be destroyed. 
What is shocking is that such an attitude has been embraced by Vatican II! Listen to the 
documents: 

The Christian faithful, like other men, should enjoy on the level of the state, the 
right of in no way being hindered from leading their lives according to their 
conscience. It is entirely in accord with the liberty of the Church and the freedom 
of religion that all men and all communities should have this right accorded to 
them as a civil and legal right. 

This is why the hierarchy in such Catholic countries as Spain and Portugal have actively 
interfered with the political structure to favor its “liberalization” and “democratization”. And it 
naturally follows from such attitudes that there should be absolute freedom of worship, the 
supremacy of the state, the separation of Church and God from civil authority, secular education5 

and civil marriage. The New Church with a “mandate from Vatican II” is actively campaigning 
to promote the secularization of Catholic countries such as Italy and Ireland. In the practical 
order what results is that Communists, Freemasons and Satan worshippers are treated on an 
“equal footing” with Divine Revelation.6 

4 History is replete with examples of how small pressure groups can manipulate the “popular will”. The 
New Church itself is a perfect example. Modernists have infiltrated and captured its “organs” while 
proclaiming that the Church has been “democratized”, and vociferously proclaiming that they themselves 
are fulfilling “the will of the People of God”. All protests are ignored and every psychological method 
short of physical force known to man is used to make the faithful comply. 
5 The assumption that “secular education” is in any sense of the word “neutral” is absurd. Children are 
inculcated from infancy with the pseudo-religious ideas of the liberal philosophers, and prepared in every 
way to accept a world that is inane and even stupid. “Success”, not “Sanctity” becomes the “ideal”. By 
the time they complete a college education, they either join the “system”, or are spewed forth as “misfits”. 
Few escape the devastating effects of a secular education whose avowed aim is to teach men to “think for 
themselves”, rather than to “think correctly”. The end result is that the great majority do not think at all. 
(The average American is said to watch television 60 hours a week!) By traditional standards, modern 
man is probably the most uneducated man that has ever lived upon the face of the earth. He may be 
“literate”, but he is “ignorant”. In passing, one would like to call attention to the almost total destruction 
of Catholic educational institutes that has followed in the wake of the Second Vatican Council. 
6 The idea that the Church, with its “mandate from heaven”, and its well defined teachings applicable to 
the economic, social and political order, should take such a “liberal” position is truly extraordinary and an 
insult to her founder, “Christ the King”. To what form of civil government then, is the Catholic Church 
committed? It should be clearly understood that the traditional Church does not consider any specific 
political form of government in and of itself (ex se) as “evil”. The various forms of government may be 
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Other consequences also result. In the realm of morality, no absolute values are to be 
embraced. What is considered to be for the greatest convenience of the most-people (often a well 
organised minority in practice) is legislated by the state, a process that allows for such 
abominations as abortion and euthanasia to become the “law of the land.” Apart from this, 
private morality is limited only by the need to protect others from the ravages of any one 
individual’s passions. This new moral outlook is propagandized under the title of “situation 
ethics”, and we find the Catholic Theological Society of America stating without any official 

perfectly and integrally Catholic (assuming of course that they are not based on principles which are 
contrary to the natural and divine law). Providing they accept beyond their own sovereignty, the 
sovereignty of God; providing they confess that they derive their authority from Him; providing they 
acknowledge as the basis of public right the supreme morality of the Church and her absolute right in all 
things within her own competency, they are truly Catholic governments, whatever be their actual and 
“accidental” form. A government, whatever be its form, is Catholic, providing its constitution, its 
legislation and its policies are based on Catholic principles. 

It is to be admitted that every form of government is subject to abuses by individuals who are in a 
position of power. However, it is only in a government that recognizes the principles embodied in a 
Catholic outlook that one can hope to find Justice and Truth prevailing. The leaders of such a government 
are “leading”, not in the name of “the People”, not in the name of certain economic or political “power 
cliques”, but in God’s name. They are God’s representatives in the civil order rather than the 
representatives of any private group (be it aristocratic or democratic). They can be judged by an absolute 
standard in all they do. They govern by “divine right”—and not by human authority. As Plato taught, the 
King who subverts this “divine right”—the basis of his authority—to his personal desires or “rights” 
becomes a “despot” and a dictator. This is in fact what King Henry VIII became. The same is true by 
reflection in the sacred order. When false rites are imposed on us by those holding the seat of Peter, they 
are ruling, not by “divine right”, but in their own private rights—they are in fact guilty of the most 
despicable form of despotism. 

Finally, the concept that “liberty of conscience and worship is the proper right of every man, and 
should be proclaimed and asserted by law in every correctly established society ...” was specifically 
condemned by Pope Pius in his Quanto Cura, and was quite appropriately referred to by Pope Gregory 
XVI as “insanity”. Neither the Anglicans in their heyday, nor the communists today, would afford the 
Church such guarantees. This does not mean that the Church is “intolerant” of those who disagree with 
her to the point of forcing them to accept her faith (such is forbidden by Canon law). It does however 
mean that she is intolerant of error and is obliged to do everything reasonable to prevent its spread among 
the faithful. It is an offence to the divine Kingship of Christ to guarantee to the enemies of the Church, as 
does Vatican II, the right to “freely organize, create educational and cultural, charitable and social 
associations”, when the avowed purpose of such is to attack and destroy the true Church. To tolerate error 
is one thing: to encourage its existence and guarantee its permanent existence is of quite another order. 
Furthermore, the Church is in existence to guarantee the possibility of “freedom from error”, and not to 
guarantee our right and “freedom to be in error”. 

This doctrine is plainly taught in Leo XIII’s Encyclical Immortale Dei, “On The Christian Constitution 
of States”. Another excellent source of information on the social and political teachings of the Church is 
The Mystical Body of Christ and the Reorganization of Society, by Rev. Denis Fahey, Regina: Dublin, 
Ireland, 1978. 
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contradiction that homosexuality and adultery can be considered acceptable, so long as they are, 
in the pseudo-scientific terms of modern psychology, “self-liberating, other-enriching, honest, 
faithful, socially responsible, life-serving and joyous”.7 Those who will rapidly cry that such a 
statement is an “abuse”, should consider the teaching of Vatican II in which the faithful are 
instructed to: 

blend modern science and its theories and the understanding of the most recent 
discoveries with Christian morality and doctrine. Thus their religious practice and 
morality can keep pace with their scientific knowledge and with an ever 
advancing technology... 

 —(Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the 
Modern World—Gaudium et Spes) 

There can never be “Joy and Hope” in such a teaching as anyone who is a victim of modern 
technology well knows. 

Beyond this, all hierarchy in values, in persons and in function is to be eliminated. (In 
practice, those established by God and based on the “natural law” are eliminated in favor of 
those established by a monied society or the state). Just as in the intellectual order, the “shackles” 
of Revelation were rejected in the name of “free thought” and “untrammeled reason”, which has 
resulted in some of the basest ideas known to the history of mankind being accepted as “normal”, 
so also in the political realm, the Kings, having rejected any control by the legitimate “spiritual 
authority”, were in turn destroyed by the monied interests—powers in turn are again threatened 
by still lower forces. A false “egalitarianism” (all souls are indeed of equal value in the eyes of 
God) that would make the “lowest common denominators” in all realms the criteria on which we 
base our value judgments is foisted upon society.8 Thus for example, the fact that a priest is a 

7 Morality that is advocated with no other end than that of “not doing unto others what one doesn’t want 
done to oneself”, or of maintaining the status quo of what is termed a “social contract ”, is bound to fall 
flat on its face. For a Catholic, morality not only involves submitting to the eminently reasonable laws 
established by God (as incorporated in the Decalogue), it is also predispositive to the spiritual life. Thus it 
is that mortal sin deprives one of sanctifying grace. Morality is not an end in itself; nor is it merely an 
effective means of maintaining peace in the social order. Rather, it is a most important means of 
achieving the proper ends of man. 
8 It is true that all men are equal in essence, that all will be judged by God, and that each and every soul is 
precious to its Maker. But individuals are not equal in merit and will not be equal in glory; they are not 
equal in knowledge, intelligence, in common sense and wisdom. As Nesta Webster points out in her 
excellent book on the French Revolution, “It is doubtful indeed whether liberty and equality can exist 
together, for whilst liberty consists in allowing every man to live as he likes best, and to do as he will with 
his own, equality necessitates a perpetual system of repression in order to maintain things at the same 
dead level.” As Leo XIII said, “that ideal equality, about which they (the modernists) entertain pleasant 
dreams, would be, in reality, the leveling down of all to a like condition of misery and degradation”. The 
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man set apart with special privileges and even greater responsibilities is decried. Under the cry of 
“collegiality”, the Bishops encroach upon Papal authority. Priest’s “senates” are created to vie 
with the authority of the Bishops. The laity have preached to them a false concept of “the 
priesthood of the People of God” (a favorite theme of Luther) which allows them to claim the 
authority of the clergy, and the “hierarchical” structure of the sanctuaries is at great expense torn 
down so that instead of kneeling at the altar rail, they are invited to “sit around” the “table”, to 
handle the sacred vessels, and to join the “president” in the “Eucharistic meal” as an equal. 
Nothing will satisfy the forces of rebellion until the “lumpen-proletariat” rules the world, and the 
basest concepts of brutalized man (such as Russia’s “Gulags”, Hitler’s death camps, or for that 
matter the acceptance of abortion and euthanasia) become the statistical norm for proper 
thinking. Satan’s theme song will always be “Release Barabbas and Crucify Christ”—a perfectly 
“democratic” legalism and a classical example of how a small minority is able to influence the 
“popular vote” to its own sinister ends. 

Now, the hierarchy of the New Church would have an aggiornamento with all these 
concepts. True, they do not embrace them in the extreme form—but the principles are accepted. 
It is an old dream of mankind that one can play with fire without getting burnt—that Christ and 
Barabbas can come to terms and “co-exist”, and that “one can have one’s cake and eat it”. The 
problem is, once the principles are accepted, the consequences must inevitably follow. Those 
who would “revolutionize” the Church would do well to remember the warning of the Jacobean 
Illuminato (Freemason), St.-Just, who was a leader of the French Revolution. “Whoever stops 
half-way revolution digs his own grave!” And thus we have a modern world that is splintered 
and chaotic, a world that is, in the phraseology of the historian, “post-Christian”; and in that of 
the psychologist, “alienated”; a “shark’s world” that chases after everything but “the one thing 
necessary”. And what role is left for the New Church to play in such a world? This is the 
question that poses itself to the modernist who would retain at least the semblance of his 

Church’s teaching is well summed up by Pius XII: “In a people worthy of the name, those inequalities 
which are not based on whims, but on the nature of things…do not constitute an obstacle to…a true spirit 
of union and brotherhood. On the contrary, so far are they from impairing civil equality that they show its 
true meaning, namely that…everyone has the right to live in his own personal life honorably in the place 
and in the conditions in which…Providence has placed him” (Christmas Message, 1944). 

The only possible way for equality to become a reality in the social realm is for men to be subjected to 
the severest form of despotism. The only way in which the conflicting ideals of liberty and equality can 
be resolved is on the basis of “justice”. Now justice in turn, unless we allow it to be defined by the 
“private opinion” of individuals or groups (despots or the state), if it is to have any “objective ” character 
at all, brings us back to the teachings of the Church relative to the social order. Either we strive to “build 
the city of God” on earth, or we submit ourselves to what must eventually become an unmitigated slavery. 
If we buy the ideologies of the modern world, (as Vatican II does), then we have “nothing to gain but our 
chains”. 
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Christian roots.9 The answer lays in “unity”, a mankind dedicated to the “new humanism”, to a 
“universal culture” acting in consort to build a “better world” in the future.10 

The function of the New Church is to be a “catalyst” for this unity—“The Church is a kind 
of sacrament of intimate union with God, and the unity of all mankind, that is, she is a sign and 
an instrument of such union and unity…At the end of time, she will achieve her glorious 
fulfillment. Then…all just men from the time of Adam will be gathered together with the Father 
in the universal Church”. In these statements, taken from Vatican II, note the ambiguity, and 
disguised millenarianism. They continue. Of course, the Church “recognizes that worthy 
elements are to be found in today’s social movements, especially in an evolution towards unity”, 
and hence she must join and encourage all such elements, and she must “wipe out every ground 
of division so that the whole human race may be brought into the unity of the family of God”. 
Elsewhere, we are given further insights into this proposed unity. “Recent psychological research 
explains human activity more profoundly. Historical studies make a signal contribution to 
bringing man to see things in their changeable and evolutionary aspects. The human race has 
passed from a rather static concept of reality to a more dynamic, evolutionary one…Thus little 

9 Liberalism is a philosophy that was created by individuals who were outside the Church, and which, in 
the practical order, gave birth to modern secular democracy (government “from below”, rather than “from 
above”), and to a system which as Leo XIII said, “laid on the toiling millions a yoke little better than 
slavery”. Modernism arose within the Church (both Loisy and Tyrrell were priests and claimed to be 
“Catholic”), and can be seen as the applications of those same principles to the Church itself. As John 
McKee states, “If theology is faith seeking understanding, modernism is disbelief seeking repose. A 
modernist is a man who lost it: therefore he has to fill the traditional dogmas with new content; changing 
as he does so, “plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose” (The Enemy Within The Gate, Lumen Christi: 
Houston, Texas, 1974). 

Modernist philosophers attempt to justify their liberal beliefs in terms they think the Church will find 
acceptable—hence they appeal to Immanence (the idea that the foundation of faith must be sought in an 
internal sense which arises from man’s need for God—“welling up from the depth of the unconscious 
under the impulse of the heart ...”); to “historical criticism” as a means of understanding the Scriptures, 
and to the explaining away of dogmas as “symbols”, and of the sacraments as “faith-nourishing signs”. As 
M. Loisy said, “the avowed modernists form a fairly definite group of thinking men united in the common 
desire to adapt Catholicism to the intellectual, moral and social needs of today”. To quote Il Programma 
dei Modernisti, “Our religious attitude is ruled by the single wish to be one with Christians and Catholics 
who live in harmony with the spirit of the age”. However much it may dislike the terms, the Post-conciliar 
Church is clearly a “Reformed”, a “Protestant”, a “Liberal” and a “Modernist” Church. 
10 We have already shown that the French Revolutionary ideas of “liberty” and “equality” have been 
embraced by the Conciliar Church. The third aspect of this false ideology—“fraternity”—is manifest 
under the guise of “unity”. Now this erroneous trilogy has been unequivocally condemned by a whole 
series of Popes starting from Saint Pius V and including Pius VII, Gregory XVI, Pius IX, Leo XIII and 
Pius X. Yet despite this we find Father Avril, in an article attacking Mgr. Lefebvre with great violence, 
stating that “the slogan ‘Liberty, Equality, Fraternity’ is itself magnificently Christian” (L’Express, Paris, 
Sept. 6, 1976). Of course, the Freemasons are delighted. See part V, footnote 28. 
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by little, a more universal form of human culture is developing, one which will promote and 
express the unity of the human race… The Church further recognizes that worthy elements are to 
be found in today’s social movements, especially an evolution towards unity, a process of 
wholesome socialization and of association in civic and economic realms… It is a fact bearing 
on the very person of man, that he can come to an authentic and full humanity only through 
culture,11 that is, through the cultivation of natural goods and values… The Church believes she 
can contribute greatly towards making the family of man and its history more human… Thus we 
are witnesses of the birth of a new humanism, one in which man is defined first of all by his 
responsibility towards his brothers and towards history.” (All quotations here are from Vatican 
II.) Now all these statements falsify the nature and true ends of man, as well as the function of 
the Church. Further, they are based on a variety of parochial and theoretical sociological 
assumptions that have no basis in fact such as man’s inevitable “progress”, his “dynamic” and 
“evolutionary” character,12 and the idea that we are in fact “building a better world”.13  Yet it is 

11 Elsewhere the documents tell us that “man is the author of his own culture”, and that it is “through his 
dealings with others, through reciprocal duties, and through fraternal dialogue”, that man “develops” all 
his gifts and is able to “rise to his destiny”. Those who feel these quotations are taken out of context are 
invited to read the original—especially The Church in the Modern World. 
12 In Contra Teilhard de Chardin, Titus Burckhardt says: “The main objection to the evolutionary 
doctrine of Teilhard de Chardin is as follows: if the spiritual faculty of man—the “noetic faculty”, as 
Teilhard de Chardin calls it—is merely a phase of a continuing biological evolution—or involution— 
which, seen as a whole, can be compared to a curve or a spiral, then this phase cannot step out of the 
whole and say: I am part of a spiral. Anything that such an evolution-bound faculty could ever grasp or 
express would likewise by subject to evolution, and this leads to the Marxist view that there is no truth, 
but only biological pragmatism and utilitarianism. It is here that Teilhard’s theory breaks down 
completely. 

“The human spirit does, in fact, have the faculty of placing itself outside biological change, of viewing 
things objectively and essentially, and of making judgments. Teilhard de Chardin confuses the cerebral 
and noetic faculties. The Nous (=Intellect =Spirit) is not the same as the activity of the brain; the latter 
works over, whereas the former judges and knows. The truly spiritual faculty—that of discriminating 
between true and false, of distinguishing the relative from the absolute—is related to the biological level, 
metaphorically speaking, as is the vertical to the horizontal; it belongs to another ontological dimension. 
And precisely because this dimension occurs in man, he is not an ephemeral biological appearance, but, in 
this physical and earthly world, and in spite of all his organic limitations, an absolute centre. This is also 
indicated by the faculty of speech, which belongs to man alone, and which, precisely, presupposes the 
capacity to objectivise things, to place oneself behind and beyond appearances. 

“The terrestrial absoluity of the human state and of the human form is also confirmed by the doctrine 
of the incarnation of the Divine Word—a doctrine which, in Teilhard’s system, loses all its meaning. If 
man fundamentally possesses the capacity of knowing God, that is to say, if the fulfilling of the function 
which is his by definition is a way to God, then on the biological plane there is no occasion for a super
man. He would be a pleonasm. 
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on just these false bases that the New Church would found its concept of “unity”. As Paul VI has 
said, “The time has come for all mankind to unite together in the establishment of a community 
that is both fraternal and worldwide…The Church, respecting the ability of worldly powers, 
ought to offer her assistance in order to promote a full humanism, which is to say, the complete 
development of the entire man, and of all men…to place herself in the avant-garde of social 
action. She ought to extend all her efforts to support, encourage and bring about those forces 
working towards the creation of this integrated man. Such is the end which the (new) Church 
intends to follow. All (Post-conciliar) Catholics have the obligation of assisting this development 
of the total person in conjunction with their natural and Christian brothers, and with all men of 
good will.” And why did Montini throw in his lot with such ideas? “Because”, as he has said on 
many occasions, “we have confidence in man, because we believe in that fount of goodness 
which is in each and every heart.”14  Rousseau could not have said it better! 

According to Brian Kaiser, John XXIII saw Christian unity as a necessary precursor to the 
“unity of all mankind”. It is, as it were, the first step to be achieved. Thus the periti at the 
Council, wishing to stress similarities rather than differences, developed the concept of 
“imperfect communion”. The various Christian communities that are “outside full communion” 
with the Catholic Church must be integrated with her. “All those who believe in Christ (whether 
as God or as an ‘ethical-leader’ is never specified) and have received baptism, are in a certain 
communion with the Catholic Church, though not a perfect one.” They contain “elements” such 
as “the written Word of God, the life of grace, the theological virtues and the interior gifts of the 
Holy Spirit”, and hence, with them “the Church is linked for various reasons”. It is with these 
groups that “unity” is first of all to be established. 

“The poor saints! They came a million years too soon…None of them, however, would ever have 
accepted the doctrine that God could be reached biologically, or again through collective scientific 
research… 

“And so I come to my main objection: according to Teilhard’s system, the “noetic” faculty of man is 
related to biogenesis not as the eye is related to the other human parts, but rather as a part-process is 
related to a whole process—and this is something quite different. The eye can view the other limbs and 
organs, even if only in a mirror, but a part-process can never view the whole process of which it is a part. 
This has already been said by Aristotle: whoever asserts that everything is in a stream can never prove his 
assertion, for the simple reason that it can rest on nothing that is not itself in the stream; it is thus self-
contradictory.” 
13 It is the communist belief in “progress”, or rather in “futurism”, that leads them to kill millions of 
individuals that they think are standing in the way of this future world. The “enemies of the state” are in 
fact “enemies of progress”. The ineluctable “dynamic forces of history” apparently need to be helped on 
their way—all “revisionists” and “obstructionists” must be eliminated. Thus Vatican II teaches that the 
New Church must “wipe out every ground of division so that the whole human race may be brought into 
the unity of the family of God.” 
14 Doc. Cath. No. 1576 and 77. 
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What is lost sight of is that the reason the Protestants lack “perfect” unity is because they 
reject the fullness of the faith, and accept, in various degrees, the whole liberal spectrum of false 
ideas that we have outlined in the preceding paragraphs.15 In any event “unity” with the 
Protestants on the part of the true Church is a pure chimera. Apart from the fact that the 
“Prodigal son” must return to the “bosom of the Father”, and not the other way around, no two 
Protestants even within a given denomination fully agree—except by accident—on what they 
should believe. Among them, every shade, degree and variety of belief in the Christian 
dispensation finds easy lodgment. One can almost speak of a “sliding scale” of disbelief which 
finds its only “unity” in “protesting” against the fullness of the faith. Yet it is to accommodate 
such groups that the Post-conciliar Church has changed her doctrines and liturgy. Let us note 
however that these changes have all been in a one-way direction. What doctrine of the traditional 
Church have the various “ecclesiastical communities” accepted that they formerly rejected? 
Absolutely none. What ecclesiastical traditions have our “separated brethren” adopted? Again, 
absolutely none. Yet look at the many that the Neo-Protestant Church of Vatican II has 
abandoned, or if not positively rejected, at least allowed to fall into disuse. What Protestant 

15 It is not my intention in this book to deal with Protestantism as such, except in so far as the defense of 
“sound doctrine and pure faith” demands. On the other hand, to quote Chesterton, I have no intention of 
using “that peculiar diplomatic and tactful art of saying that Catholicism is true, without suggesting for 
one moment that anti-Catholicism is false…” Saint Peter Julian Eymard expresses well the thought of the 
Church when he states: 

People often say “It is better to be a good Protestant than a bad Catholic”. This is not true. 
That would mean at bottom that one can be saved without the true Faith. No, a bad 
Catholic remains a child of the family, although a prodigal, and however great a sinner he 
may be, he still has a right to mercy. Through his Faith, a bad Catholic is nearer to God 
than a Protestant is, for he is a member of the household, whereas the heretic is not. And 
how hard it is to make him become one! 

Actually, Protestantism is hardly a religion as such apart from the fact that it represents the general 
tendency of modern man to “protest” against all the true Church stands for. The genuine Protestant creed 
is now hardly held by anybody—least of all, by the Protestants. It began with “Faith without works” and 
has ended with “Works without faith”. The shibboleth of today is “It does not matter what a man believes, 
it is what he does that matters. Give me a man who lives for his fellow men! That is Christianity!” So 
completely have most Protestants lost faith in the creeds of Calvin and Luther, that they have almost 
forgotten what it was they said. (Both, for instance, denied free will). In practice, included under the term 
Protestantism would be those who are in fact agnostics, atheists, hedonists, pagans (in the sense of having 
no religion), independent mystics, psychic investigators, theists, theosophists, followers of eastern cults 
and jolly good fellows living like beasts that perish. Finally, many Protestants (meaning Lutherans, 
Calvinists, Presbyterians etc…) live lives that are in fact far finer than their theology or ideals would 
inculcate, for their lives are manifest with many “good works” that they do for no conceivable reason (if 
we take their theology seriously). Catholics on the other hand, to use the words of St. Thomas More, see 
“man’s duty to God as so great that very few serve Him as they should do”. Only the saints in any way 
approach in their lives the ideals to which a Catholic aspires (again, if we take his theology seriously). 
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“house of worship” resembles the sanctuaries we knew as children, and what Neo-modernist 
church of the Post-Vatican II era cannot be confused with that of a Reformation sect? As 
Michael Davies has pointed out with regard to the various “agreed statements” made with the 
Anglicans: “The agreement on the Eucharist and the Ministry does not affirm the Catholic 
position in a single instance where it conflicts with Protestantism”. And yet, we must concede 
that a certain kind of “unity” has been achieved between the Post-conciliar Church and the 
various Reformed “ecclesiastical communities”. The reason is clear. The Post-conciliar Church 
is itself a “Neo-Protestant” Church—indeed, it is “The Church of the latter-day Modernists”. 

Those who would still doubt the nature of the compromises made in this direction have but 
to consider the official statements of the New Church. With regard to the liturgy for instance, 
Paul VI told us the changes were made for two reasons—“to bring it into line with Scripture”, 
and for “pastoral reasons”. He never personally specified just what “pastoral reasons” were, but 
the answer is to be found in other documents. 

Thus it states in the ‘Letter to the Presidents of National Councils of Bishops concerning 
Eucharistic Prayers’, an official document of the “Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship”: 

The reason why such a variety of texts have been offered (in the Novus Ordo), 
and the end result such new formularies were meant to achieve, are pastoral in 
nature: namely to reflect the unity and diversity of liturgical prayer. BY USING 
THE VARIOUS TEXTS CONTAINED IN THE (new) ROMAN MISSAL, 
VARIOUS CHRISTIAN COMMUNITIES, AS THEY GATHER TOGETHER 
TO CELEBRATE THE EUCHARIST, ARE ABLE TO SENSE THAT THEY 
THEMSELVES FORM THE ONE CHURCH PRAYING WITH THE SAME 
FAITH, USING THE SAME PRAYER. They furthermore become one in their 
ability of proclaiming the same mystery of Christ in different ways—especially 
when the vernacular is used. 

Here then is the reason for the changes. It is to promote the “unity” of all Christians 
“praying with the same faith”, and proclaiming “the same mystery of Christ” in different ways. 
The only problem is that the “faith” involved is not the Catholic faith, and the “mystery” 
involved is not the “recurring unbloody sacrifice of Calvary”. If it were, the “separated brethren” 
would simply become Catholics.16 

16 We have already presented evidence that Archbishop “Freemason” Bugnini was the leading architect of 
the New “mass”. It was he who headed the “Concilium” that was responsible for its creation. Now, he 
himself tells us in his journal, Notitiae, that the intent and reason for its creation was to introduce the New 
“Roman form of the liturgy into the usages and mentalities of each individual Church”, which means, to 
create a service that any “ecclesiastical community” could use. 
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This cry for a false unity with those who reject the teaching of the traditional Church, and 
even with the entire corpus of Christianity, this desire to be in the ‘avant-garde’ of the social 
forces that are creating the “new humanism”, the “wholesome socialization” of mankind, and the 
“universal culture” of the future is the reason why the traditional Mass had to be discarded and 
replaced by a parody. This is why the New “mass” never clearly teaches the doctrine of the Real 
Presence. This is why non-Catholic sects, nay even anti-Catholic sects, have no objection to 
using it. This is why the liberal press approves it, and this is why the world loves it. 

Everything is to be sacrificed to this end—even the Sacred Species Itself. The Eucharist is 
now to become the “Sacrament of the New Unity”. It can be referred to as a benediction, the 
Lord’s Supper, the Lord’s Table, memory of the Lord—but never by that offensive word 
“Transubstantiation”. Read Paul VI’s entire Apostolic Constitution on the New “mass” and you 
will find that this hallowed word never once appears! Thus it is that Montini says: “The Catholic 
Church is determined to continue and intensify its contribution to the common effort of all 
Christians for unity…” (Not the efforts of Catholics in love and charity to bring the Protestants 
back to Unity.) And thus it is that he has expressed the hope that “the day would soon come 
when the unity of all Christians would be celebrated and sealed in a concelebrated Eucharist”. 
Both the “communitarian vocation” of mankind and “salvation history” demand it. 

John XXIII had told us that “certain sacrifices would be necessary in order to achieve 
unity”. Paul VI and the Post-conciliar Church have made it clear just what these sacrifices are. 
They entail the sacrifice of what in essence can be called “the Christian tradition”. 

Communism—The New Vatican “Ostpolitik” 

In so far as the post-conciliar Church accepts the modernist idea of “progress”, i.e., the 
concept that man through the manipulation of certain “dynamic forces” and “historical 
processes” is capable of creating on earth some sort of perfect society, it accepts three of the 
fundamental tenets of Marxist theory. On their part Marxists find no difficulty in allowing a 
certain “religious freedom” if such belief involves faith in a “divinity” that would in no serious 
way interfere with their plans for world conquest. To concede that God is responsible for 
“progress”, that God is the “power” behind the “dynamic forces”, and that God in fact really 
wants what Russia wants, is to place God in the “service of the State”. As for private property, as 
Metropolitan Nikodim, one of the idols of the New Church, has opined, the Catholic Church 
finds nothing wrong with accepting “a public form of property such as is exemplified by 
socialism of the Soviet type”.17  Thus it is that long before the Second Vatican Council, the 

17 With regard to “private property”, the Church has always defended this as a “right” essential to the 
well-being of the individual. She well knows that there can be no political or social freedom—to say 
nothing of religious freedom—on the part of those who live under a system where the State controls food, 
clothing and shelter in an absolute manner. On the other hand, she has never failed to promote Justice and 
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Communist state had taken steps to infiltrate and control the Russian Orthodox Church as well as 
various Western religious organizations such as the World Council of Churches. As long ago as 
1927, Sergius, the Metropolitan of Moscow, had notably distinguished himself as an instrument 
of Communist policy by declaring himself to be in “total obedience” to the ruling powers—“the 
joys and victories of the Soviet Union are also our joys and our victories”. Even then the line of 
“detente” offered to the Church was that there is nothing incompatible between socialism and 
Christianity…indeed, Christ and the Apostles were “the first Communists”. The principle 
involved, to quote from a contemporary Communist document, was to “progressively replace the 
religious element” in Church teaching “by the Marxist element; we shall gradually transform the 
false conscience of the Catholics to the true conscience, so that they will eventually come around 
to destroying, by themselves, and for themselves, the divine images which they had themselves 
created. This is our line of struggle for victory against the counter-revolutionary Catholic 
Church”.18  Indeed, it seems that to promote such tactics, agents infiltrated the Church and rose 
to important positions, thereby producing devastating effects.19  The faithful pontiffs clearly and 
repeatedly warned the faithful of the dangers involved. 

Pope Pius IX in 1846 called Communism “absolutely contrary to the natural law itself…” 
and added that “once adopted, would utterly destroy the rights, property and possessions of all 
men, and even of society itself ”. Leo XIII in 1878 called it “a mortal plague which insinuates 

Charity—as witness her condemnation of usury and her constant teaching that wealth was “held” in trust, 
a trust for which the individual was responsible and answerable to God. As R. H. Tawney (Religion and 
the Rise of Capitalism) has said, mediaeval society was one in which men “had not learned to persuade 
themselves that greed was enterprise and avarice economy…” The mediaeval serf who paid to the state 
(represented by the “Baron”) one or two days a week of free labor, was infinitely better off than modern 
man who pays two to four times this in the form of “taxes”. Moreover, the serf could not be taxed on his 
home and small private holding, and could never be dispossessed of them. (Modern bankruptcy law 
which to this day protects the home of the individual from confiscation is a hold-over of this mediaeval 
principle.) His children were educated at the local monastery and hospitals were well endowed, as caring 
for the “poor” was considered both a privilege and an obligation. All this is not to state that mediaeval 
society was a “perfect” society, for even in the Garden of Eden a serpent was to be found. It was however 
a “Christian” society and one that guaranteed the “freedom” and economic security of its members in 
areas where it was most important. 
18 A document meant for use in South America quoted in “The Mindszenty Report”, (St. Louis, Mo.) 
August 1977. 
19 A case in point is Father Aleghiero Tondi, S.J., a Jesuit who during the pontificate of Pope Pius XII 
handed over to the Russians the names of all priests sent behind the Iron Curtain, all of whom were 
captured and martyred. This man, still suspected of being a Russian agent, was “forgiven” by Paul VI and 
is presently working in Rome, one hopes in a less sensitive position (L’Espionnage Sovietique en France, 
Pierre de Villemarest). Those interested in a somewhat fictionalized account of the infiltration techniques 
used can refer to Marie Carre’s AA-1025: Memoirs of an Anti-Apostle, Editions Saint-Raphael, Quebec, 
Canada. 
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itself into the very marrow of human society only to bring about its ruin”. Pius XI in 1937 called 
it “a pseudo-ideal of justice, of equality and of fraternity…” and further stated that “Communism 
is intrinsically evil, and no one who would save Christian civilization may collaborate with it in 
any undertaking whatsoever”. It is in the light of such clear-cut statements that John XXIII’s 
proclamation to the effect that “the Church is not a dam against Communism. The Church cannot 
and should not be against anything…” is a clear-cut rupture with the past. No wonder that 
Khrushchev was delighted to congratulate Roncalli on the occasion of his eightieth birthday. 
Aggorniamento was off and running. 

It is well known that Msgr. (now Cardinal) Willebrands, in engineering on behalf of John 
XXIII the presence of the Russian Orthodox Church at the Council, promised that Communism 
would neither be attacked nor condemned—such was openly admitted at the Pan-Orthodox 
Conference of Rhodes in 1964 where this silence was described as the sine qua non for their very 
presence. Indeed, when the petition of Msgr. Castro Mayer, Bishop of Campos in Brazil, 
introduced such a condemnation signed by over four-hundred Bishops, it was, contrary to the 
rules of those who had by then captured the Council, “lost” and ignored. If this Council 
purported to deal with the problems of the Church in the modern world, such a “silence” was, to 
say the least, extraordinary.20 

Subsequent to these initial acts of “treason” with regard to the truth and against the divine 
Kingship of Christ, the post-conciliar Church has made compromise after compromise to 
appease the Russians. NKVD (now KGB) agents such as Metropolitan Nikodim, who died in the 
arms of John-Paul I, have repeatedly been welcomed into the heart of the Vatican—those 
dripping with the blood of martyrs, being wined and dined at the expense of the faithful. Indeed 
Paul VI invited Nikodim to say Mass over the tomb of St. Peter! Of course, such hospitality was 
reciprocated. When Pimen was enthroned as the “Patriarch” of Moscow, Cardinal Willebrands 
was present as the official representative of Paul VI. When during his sermon Pimen proclaimed 
the total destruction of the Ukrainian Catholic Church, and its “triumphal return to Russian 
Orthodoxy”, Cardinal Willebrands made no objection whatsoever. In matters as grave as this, 
such silence is equivalent to consent.21  On the other hand, when Msgr. Velychokovsky, a Bishop 
of the Ukrainian Uniate Church was released after many years in prison and returned to Rome, 
he was treated as a simple priest—to recognize his rank and pay him due honor would have been 
equivalent to recognizing the existence of the Catholic Church behind the Iron Curtain. The very 
reverse occurred when the false Bishop, Exarch Filaret, superior of the Russian Orthodox Church 
for the Ukraine and an agent for the KGB arrived. This man who was the person responsible for 

20 These facts have been confirmed by several authors, including Father Wiltgen, op. cit. 
21 I am indebted to “Ukraine: A Tragedy Without Frontiers”, in Crusade for Christian Civilisation (New 
Rochelle, N.Y.) Jan-Feb., 1977 for documentation of these facts. 
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finding, betraying and arresting Bishop Velychokovsky was treated with the highest honors; he 
was a guest of honor at the Pontifical Collegium Russicum and of the Secretariat for the Union 
of Christians. Meanwhile, Father Mailleux S.J. of the Vatican Congregation for Oriental Rites 
and Rector of the Pontifical Collegium Russicum (and known as the “Red Priest”) declared that 
the Ukrainian Patriarchate should not be instituted because the Soviets would consider it to be a 
“hostile interference in the internal affairs of the USSR”. It was shortly after this that the Italian 
police discovered and exposed an international network of Russian Communist espionage 
functioning from within this Pontifical College, a fact which the Vatican hastened to use all its 
influence to suppress. When the Russian Orthodox Church proceeded to set up a “Vicarate” to 
“govern” the branches of the Ukrainian Church in Western nations, no protest whatsoever was 
made. Since that time several examples of the use of this “vicarate” to infiltrate espionage agents 
into the West have come to light, but then, in the eyes of the New Vatican “Ostpolitik”, they 
have a right “to interfere with the internal affairs of Western nations”. Things had become so 
obvious that by December 6, 1971, Newsweek Magazine stated that “the Vatican appears to be 
ready to sacrifice the union of five million Catholics of the Ukrainian Rite within the Soviet 
Union!” To this day, despite request after request from the some seven million Ukrainain 
Catholics, and despite the fact that Oriental rites with far fewer adherents have been granted the 
privilege, Rome has not established a Ukrainian Patriarchate. And not satisfied with this, Rome 
has made of Cardinal Slipyi, the highest ranking Ukrainian prelate, a virtual prisoner of the 
Vatican, prohibiting him “under obedience” from leaving Rome to visit Ukrainian communities 
on several occasions. 

Now, it might be argued that all this compromise was done for the sake of alleviating the 
persecution of the Ukrainian Catholics under Russian political domination. In point of fact, it has 
allowed for the unrestricted persecution of these faithful Catholics as has been documented again 
and again; and throughout all of his reign, Paul VI, who never hesitated to criticize the abuses 
imposed upon the minorities in Western nations, has never once publicly spoken on this issue. 
All this led Cardinal Slipyi finally to speak out—to openly disobey the long silence imposed 
upon him against his will by the Vatican authorities. He stated at the World Synod in Rome in 
1971 that 

A dead hero is a more powerful stimulus for the Church than a living prisoner in 
the Vatican…Catholic Ukrainians who have sacrificed mountains of bodies and 
shed rivers of blood for the Catholic Faith and for their fidelity to the Holy See, 
even now are undergoing a very terrible persecution, but what is worse, they are 
defended by no one…or Catholic faithful are prohibited from celebrating the 
liturgy and administering the Sacraments, and must descend into the Catacombs. 
Thousands and thousands of the faithful, priests, and bishops have been thrown 
into prison and deported to the polar regions of Siberia. Now, however, because 
of negotiations and diplomacy, Ukrainian Catholics, who as martyrs and 
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confessors suffered so much, are being thrown aside as inconvenient witnesses of 
past evils… 

Spoken like a Cardinal Mindszenty, which brings us to consider another facet of the new 
Vatican “Ostpolitik”, one which causes every faithful Catholic to hang his head in shame and 
sorrow. This heroic prelate, the primate of Hungary, was, as the New York Times obituary notice 
stated, “regarded in the West as a symbol of anti-Communism”. He had for over thirty-five years 
refused to submit to the “atheistic and materialistic forces” of Fascism and Communism. Even 
liberal politicians and clerics recognized the greatness of this man. President Ford said at the 
time of his death that the Cardinal “stood for courage, integrity, and unfailing faith. There was an 
heroic quality about him that marked this man as a crusader for liberty”. Cardinal Cook of New 
York praised him as a man who had “endured sufferings far beyond the capacity of most human 
beings, yet he never ceased to be a symbol of courage, integrity and hope. He was a man of faith 
and of deep, uncomplicated and unswerving belief”. As is well known, he was released from a 
Communist prison by the abortive Hungarian revolution and because he refused to leave his 
country became a virtual prisoner in the American Embassy at Budapest. Here his presence 
proved to be a thorn in the side of the illegitimate Hungarian government and, to quote again the 
New York Times, he was “an embarrassment” to “the church which was seeking a modus vivendi 
with the Soviet bloc”. The post-conciliar Church therefore sought to have this Cardinal released 
from Hungary and actually entered into negotiations with him in order to commit him quietly to 
withdraw from public life and to cooperate with their betrayal of the Church in Hungary. These 
negotiations were carried on between Paul VI’s representative Msgr. Zagon and the primate, and 
were aimed at compromising his heroic stand in defense of both the Catholic faith and his native 
land. He finally left the American Embassy with the understanding that he was no longer 
welcome there and with the assurance that he would be free to speak for the truth with the 
support of Rome. Within two weeks of his departure the Vatican lifted the excommunication of 
the peace priests (those who had cooperated with the Communist regime in Hungary) and the 
L’Osservatore Romano portrayed his leaving as if this act had “removed an obstacle hampering 
good relationships between Church and state”. His attempts to support the struggles of 
Hungarian exiles were thwarted, and being refused suffragan Bishops, he started to travel 
throughout the West, despite his age and ill health, to visit personally the faithful for whom he 
felt he had a spiritual responsibility. His criticisms of the Communist party in Hungary were not 
pleasing to this government and Rome demanded that all his public statements, even his 
sermons, be approved by a “Roman adviser”. To this thought-control he refused to submit. 
Subsequently, without his approval, the Holy See gave the Hungarian Communist government a 
pledge that Cardinal Mindszenty would not “do or say anything that could possibly displease 
them”. In an attempt to fulfill this promise, his words were misquoted in the Catholic press— 
often whole paragraphs of his talks being omitted—with official connivance. Paul VI made 
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several attempts to discourage the publication of his Memoirs22 (in which all these facts are 
documented)and when these were not successful, asked him to resign his office for “pastoral 
reasons”, and went so far as to state that there had been “no working primate in Hungary for 
twenty-five years”! This among other things would dilute his authority to speak and allow for the 
appointment of someone else to his office who was more acceptable to the Communist regime. 
When he refused to abdicate his charge, he was relieved of it—the Vatican publishing the fact as 
if he had in fact resigned himself—and all this on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the “show-trial” 
that had originally led to his imprisonment by the Communists. Cardinal Mindszenty was forced 
publicly to contradict this distortion of the truth and to deny that he had in any way willingly 
abdicated. Thus passed the waning years of one of the Church’s most staunch defenders, a man 
who had spent decades in prison under both the Nazis and the Communists, a man respected by 
the entire world, a man whose biography was written by a Jew in gratitude for what he did for 
the victims of oppression, and a man who was a national hero of the Hungarian peoples. One can 
do no better than to quote the closing words of his Memoirs: “There is nothing more to say. I 
found waiting to greet me at the end of the road, complete and absolute exile.” 

There are of course still those that will argue that Paul VI made statements in which he 
condemned “atheistic totalitarian regimes”, and that, if at times he acted in a duplicitous manner, 
it was in order to ease the lot of those under persecution. The fact remains however that it is not 
within the bounds of decency, honor and Christian charity to act in such a manner, especially for 
a man who claims to be the Vicar of Christ. How incredible are the utterances of this man. 
Consider the following conversation between him and Archbishop Helder Camara of Olinda-
Recife, Brazil, as reported in Le Monde, a very reputable French newspaper, September 26, 
1974. 

Opening his arms to Msgr. Helder Camara who approached him, Paul VI 
exclaimed: “Good morning, my Communist Bishop, How are you?” The 
Archbishop retorted “And good morning to you, Our Communist Pope!” 

The same reportage continued, Archbishop Camara noting that “It is as if one played the piano 
with four hands, I start the theme and the Pope finishes it.” 

“How come one of yor predecessors considered himself to be a King?’ asked 
Msgr. Camara. Pope Paul VI took up the refrain… “And that he was head of the 
Pontifical States”. Helder Camara: “Why is it that Pius IX believed that it was the 
devil who relieved him of these states and why did he not see that Garibaldi had 
been sent by God?” Pope Paul VI answered: “If one were to go through the 
archives of the Vatican one would see that Pius IX himself asked the Bishops to 
deliver him of all that, but that it was the French Bishops that forced it on him”. 

22 Josef Cardinal Mindszenty, Memoirs, MacMillan, New York, 1974. 
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Quite apart from the fact that Paul VI is here indulging in one of his favorite pastimes—that 
of re-writing history, this is a most unusual statement. Either Paul VI is serious in greeting 
Archbishop Camara as “his Communist Bishop”, or else he is acting like a buffoon in public. 
One may be permitted to wonder which alternative puts him in a better light. But, if we have any 
doubts about his actual thoughts, let us again quote him in a discussion of Communist China: 

The Church recognizes and favors the just expression of the present historical 
phase of China and the transformation of ancient forms of aesthetic culture into 
inevitable new forms that rise out of the social and industrial structure of the 
modern world ... We would like to enter into contact once again with China in 
order to show with how much interest and sympathy we look on at their present 
and enthusiastic efforts for the ideals of a diligent, full, and peaceful life. 

—Congregation for the Evangelisation of the Peoples. 1976. 

One may also be permitted to wonder just how much his “interest and sympathy” helped the 
estimated thirty million murdered victims of Mao’s “transformation of ancient forms of aesthetic 
culture”.23  No wonder that members of the hierarchy openly expressed themselves as being in 
favor of “liberation theology”, and see in those who would “transform” the world, a new 
religion, termed “Atheistic Christianity”. No wonder that the National Jesuit News can publish a 
document entitled “National Planning and the Need for a Revolutionary Social Strategy: A 
Christian-Maoist Perspective”, in which the Society is told that it “must purge itself of its 
bourgeois social consciousness and identify with the proletariat”. No wonder Jesuit Father Juan 
Alfaro who teaches at the pontifical Gregorian University of Rome instructs the International 
Theological Commission that “Christ was a kind of Palestinian Che Guevara”. No wonder priests 
in South America are reported as active participants in guerrilla bands and that The Wanderer 
has given examples of where funds donated by the faithful for the missions have ended up in the 
hands of Communist organizations. Now, all this is not just “hair-splitting”; nor is it a matter of 
selecting the statements of a few madmen who falsely claim to represent the hierarchy. Consider 
the following statement put forth at a meeting held at the Catholic International Centre of 
Research and Information under the title of Pro Mundi Vita—an international conference that 
occurred in Brussels under the auspices of the University of Louvain—which recognized Mao
Tse-Tung as “a new Moses who took his country out of the oppression of feudalism and 
capitalism, as formerly the chosen people were taken out of the captivity of ‘Egypt’”.24 

Admittedly this meeting was an “ecumenical colloquium”, but it was a colloquium in which the 
majority of participants were Catholics of high standing, including such luminaries as Cardinal 
Josef Suenens, Angelo Hernandez, Archbishop of New Delhi, India, and Bernard Jacqueline, 

23 The Senate International Securities Affairs Committee of the U.S. Government has published an 
estimate of between thirty and sixty million. Time magazine uses the lower one. 
24 Father Barry at Fordham University also teaches this in his course on Comparative Religion. 
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vice-secretary of the Secretariat of Non-Believers of the Vatican (under whose aegis problems 
dealing with Communism would fall). Read with sorrow what the faithful are being taught: 

The rejection of a pseudo-Christianity is not necessarily a rejection of Christ 
Himself…It would appear that China accepted the spirit of Christ from another 
source…that is, from Marxism. If the Chinese have, in fact, created a society with 
more faith, more hope, and more love than the “Christian” Apostles of Christ, we 
must follow where the spirit blows. The Chinese Society today…is I believe, 
further along than our own on the way to the true human society, the Kingdom of 
God, if you will. I believe China is the only truly Christian nation in the world in 
our days… 

Through Marxism, the Christian ideas have reached China, ideas which were new 
to her…a mystique of disinterested work and service for others; an aspiration for 
justice; exaltation of a simple and frugal life; the elevation of the peasant masses 
and the disappearance of social classes—these are the ideals towards which the 
China of today is orientated. But are not these the ideals that have been 
incomparably expressed in the encyclicals pacem in Terris and Populorum 
Progressio and in the Synodal document Justice in the World? (Vatican II). 
Today Chinese children are being taught to have a sense of responsibility for the 
community, but isn’t this exactly what the Second Vatican Council has asked so 
insistently of the People of God? 

Again, one must wonder how the “boat people” from Vietnam felt when Msgr. Nguyen Van 
Bihn, the Archbishop of Saigon, agreed to “cooperate” with the Communist regime, and what the 
faithful of South America felt when seventeen Bishops in Brazil published a document entitled 
“The Church in Vietnam is Disposed to Survive” (April 25, 1976) stating: 

What difference does it make if the regime expels foreign missionaries…In the 
final analysis, were not the missionaries and the Churches also the symbol of the 
misery and the domination of our people? The regime which “liberates” our 
people can now enslave our Church. 

It is ideas like this that led Helder Camara to appoint his personal friend and adviser, Father 
Joseph Comblin, to be a professor in his seminary. This infamous Belgian priest is the author of 
the famous “Comblin document”, which was published by the Brazilian government to show the 
blueprint that had been prepared to guide the Communists in taking over the country. To quote a 
pertinent passage: 

Social reforms will not be made through persuasion, nor through platonic 
discussions in the Congress. How will these reforms be installed? It is by a 
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process of force…the power will have to be authoritarian and dictatorial…the 
power must neutralize the forces that resist: it will neutralize the armed forces if 
they are conservative; it will have to control radio, TV, the press, and other media 
of communication and censor the destructive and reactionary criticisms…in any 
case, it will be necessary to organize a system of repression. 

And again, to demonstrate the international character of the problem, let us quote the 
statement of the Bishops of Mozambique voicing support for Samora Machel, the Marxist 
president of this unfortunate country: 

We pledge ourselves to the revolution which intends radically to transform 
society in Mozambique into a community for solidarity of all people of good will, 
whether believers of non-believers… 

Finally, it is worthy of note that some of the more conservative members of the post-
conciliar hierarchy are fully aware of what is happening and have attempted to speak out in 
warning. Consider the statement of Bishop Basil Losten of Philadelphia: 

It is evident that Communism finds in religion today invaluable allies in its quest 
for global power and empire. The fantastic plan to turn the Church into an 
instrument of Communist conquest would be unbelievable if we did not see it all 
happening before our eyes… 

Speaking to the Bishop’s Meeting in Chicago in 1977, he continued: 

There are people on our staff of so-called consultants who take many trips to the 
Soviet Union or atheistically-dominated countries. They receive a certain amount 
of indoctrination and then return to poison our minds and the minds of the 
American Catholic public. Perhaps it is too late to turn the tide. 

Needless to say, such statements are rarely if ever reported in the liberal post-conciliar 
Catholic press.25 

And what of the present situation? It is in the light of this background that one must examine 
with great care the attitude of John-Paul II—committed as he claims to be to the carrying out of 
the programs established by Paul VI—towards Communism. Why is an ideology that could not 
tolerate a Mindszenty able to tolerate a Wojtyla? Has a modus vivendi been achieved in Poland 
that will be the guide to future relations between the Vatican and Communism? Or has in fact, 
the post-conciliar Church departed from the stance of the traditional Church with regard to this 
‘intrinsically evil…plague’ that has “insinuated itself into the very marrow of human society”? A 

25 I am indebted for this and several quotes to The Mindszenty Report, June 1977. 
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careful review of John-Paul II’s statements shows that while he is critical of some of the 
Communist’s methods of ruling, he has never questioned their very right to rule.26 When at the 
age of seventy-five Cardinal Wyszynski, the primate of Poland and former superior and close 
friend of Wojtyla submitted his resignation to the Vatican, the Communist government informed 
Paul VI that they would be happy to have him make an exception and retain Wyszynski in his 
present position.27 Now, it must be remembered that Poland is a predominantly Catholic country, 
and its government must accept the reality of the Church whether it likes it or not. Why however 
does it tolerate some prelates and not others? The answer can be found by quoting Cardinal 
Mindszenty. In a talk given in America shortly before he died, he stated: “Of all the Hungarian 
Bishops, I am the only one who did not take the oath of fidelity to the Godless State.” A careful 
perusal of John-Paul II’s Encyclical Redemptor Hominis, as well as of his Puebla speech will 
show that while he is highly critical of certain aspects of the methods used by the Communists, 
he has never once clearly condemned Communism or denied their right to control the destiny of 
millions of his countrymen. He has criticised “social activism” on the part of priests, but not their 

26 Peter Hebblethwaite, in his article on John-Paul II in Esquire, May 1979, states: 
“First reports from Puebla were most confusing. The pope was—depending on the paper you read— 

said to have attacked or defended liberation theology. Until one had the complete text, it was impossible 
to say. When it became available, the reason for the misunderstanding was clear: John-Paul II had 
recognised the validity of the aspirations of liberation theology while criticising some of its methods. At 
the same time, his energetic statements against the abuse of human rights would have brought no comfort 
to generals Videla and Pinochet”. 

Similarly, Alan Riding, writing in the New York Times Magazine (May 6, 1979), stated “the final 
documents approved in Puebla, however, reflected all the long hours of negotiation that they consumed. 
Traditional evangelism was stressed for the conservatives and social activism for the liberals. Specific 
endorsement of the ‘theology of liberation’ was avoided, yet the word ‘liberation’ appeared hundreds of 
times in the text. On balance, Puebla was probably a step forward from Medelin, warning as it did that to 
preach the gospel without considering its economic, social, cultural and political implications ‘is 
equivalent to a certain collision with the established order’. But in this religious war, the main weapons 
are isolated phrases and both sides returned home with their armories well stocked”. 

It is of interest that John Paul II has named Agostino Casaroli as his acting Secretary of State to 
replace the recently deceased Jean Villot. Time Magazine describes this individual as “loyal, highly 
skilled, and completely committed to the Second Vatican Council reforms… (He) has been the Vatican’s 
top emissary to Communist regimes ever since Pope John XXIII launched negotiations to help East block 
churches survive. Though the appointment is regarded as John-Paul’s endorsement of this policy, Casaroli 
modestly shuns his common designation as the Architect of Ostpolitik”. 
27 According to Mary Craig (Man From a Far Country), Cardinal Wyszynski “was a pragmatist…in 1950 
he concluded an agreement with the (Communist) Government in which he accepted the loss of Church 
property, (except for actual churches and priests’ houses), agreeing that in a Socialist country, the Church 
must renounce its rights to private property. This agreement incurred the grave displeasure of Pope Pius, 
and in any case was soon broken by the Government.” This same source notes that Father Wojtyla— 
John-Paul II—“steered clear of politics” in his sermons. “…Even to mention ‘Good’ and ‘Evil’ could 
bring down the wrath of the authorities…” 
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adherence to Marxist principles.28  Nor can such a stance be excused on the basis of the necessity 
for “diplomatic neutrality”, for one cannot be “neutral” in the face of evil. 

Now, a Catholic, despite what John XXIII has said, by his very nature must be anti-
Communist. Such follows from the fact that the Church teaches that all authority and all rights 
come from God Himself, and must be exercised according to his will.29  What does this mean in 
the practical order? It means that although a ruler may enact certain laws against the will of God, 
these laws in themselves have no morally binding force. A ruler (or a government) does not 
necessarily lose authority because it makes mistakes in some of its legislation, but a Communist 
regime is intrinsically unjust and essentially opposed in principle to the will of God. It presumes 
to impose a fraudulent authority by force in order to eradicate from mankind the Faith, Hope and 
Charity which our Lord lived and died to give us. It believes, as we have pointed out elsewhere, 
that the future will prove its principles correct, and feels free to force those who will not join in 
the “dynamic forces of history” that are working towards its particular vision of “point Omega” 
to do so against their will. By controlling all access to food, clothing and shelter, it reduces its 
citizens to an actual state of slavery as long as they do the bidding of the state, they are rewarded 
materially, but if they oppose the state they are either murdered, enslaved in “corrective labor 
camps”, or incarcerated in psychiatric institutions. Above all, even as in Poland, they attempt to 
control the education of the children and by a variety of overt and covert techniques, subvert 
their religious belief, replacing it with the false tenets of Marxist-Leninism. Those who claim 
that in Poland, the Communists have come to accept the Church as more than a temporary 
necessity are unbelievably naïve. Now, how can anyone say that a band of atheistic murdering 
revolutionaries dedicated to the destruction of the Church, the dethronement of Christ, the spread 
of the Kingdom of Satan on earth, and indeed to the eradication of all belief in God, could ever 
be given by God authority to carry out such a program? How can a man who claims to be Peter’s 
successor ever act, as did Paul VI, to persuade the American government to return the crown of 
Saint Stephen (and against the manifest will of those to whom it extended political asylum) to 
those who have enslaved and tortured the true descendants of this royal prince? To admit that 
Communist governments rule legitimately is to claim that they derive their right to do so from 

28 The fact that John-Paul II has spoken out against the “political activism” of priests in South America is 
a double-edged sword. Clearly, the communist rulers in Eastern Europe would be delighted to have such a 
prohibition on the books. Cardinal Mindszenty could then have been silenced “under obedience” for 
“political activism”, since this term can mean almost anything from speaking the truth to carrying a gun. 
29 This principle is enunciated in the following Papal Encyclicals: Diuturnum illud, Immortale Dei, 
Libertas praestantissimum and Quod apostolici muneris of Leo XIII; Vehementer Nos of Pope Saint Pius 
X, and Quas primas of Pius XI. I am indebted to Father W. Jenkins “Catholic Doctrine and Anti-
Communism”, in For You and For Many, (Soc. Pius X, Oyster Bay, New York), Jan. 1979 for sections of 
this paragraph. 
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God and to proclaim that God is therefore “divided against Himself”. It is nothing else than to 
offer to Caesar (or rather to a false Caesar) that which belongs to God. This is why Pius XI called 
Communism “a pseudo-ideal” and said that “no one who would save Christian civilization may 
collaborate with it in any undertaking whatsoever”. One can do no better than to conclude this 
section with the words of Pope Pius XII: 

One cannot deny today what the anti-religious totalitarian state claims to demand 
from the Church, which it indeed expects to obtain as the price of tolerance and 
also of precarious recognition. Now, let us see what is the object of its claims:  

A mute Church, when its duty is to speak; 
A Church which consents to change the law of God, when its mission is to 

proclaim and defend it; 
A Church which discards its intangible doctrinal foundations on which Christ 

has established it, in order to submit itself willingly to the caprices of the opinion 
and instability of the crowds; 

A Church without energy to resist the oppression of consciences, to defend the 
legitimate rights of the people and their liberty; 

A cowardly and servile Church to the point of locking itself up in the temples 
of Christ by betraying the mission entrusted to it: “Go to all the thoroughfares and 
preach…go and teach all the nations…” 

May the Pope remain mute when the right of teaching the children is denied to 
their parents, according to the orders of a minority regime which wishes to move 
them away from Christ? And when this state over-stepping the limits of its 
competence, assumes the power of suppressing the dioceses, deposing the 
bishops, ransacking the ecclesiastical organization and removing from the latter 
the means indispensable for the well-being of souls. 

—Speech to the Romans concerning the sacred
 rights of the Church, February 20, 1949 

All that this saintly pontiff feared has come to be reality in the post-conciliar Church! 
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